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Abstract: In this study, absorption variation of chromophoric dissolved organic matter (CDOM) was
investigated based on spectroscopic measurements of the water surface and bottom during a cruise
survey on 2–12 May 2014 in the Pearl River Estuary (PRE). Multiple spectral signatures were utilized,
including the absorption ratios E2/E3 (a(250)/a(365)) and E2/E4 (a(254)/a(436))) as well as the spectral
slopes over multiple wavelength ranges. The horizontal variations of a(300), E2/E3, spectral slope
(S) of Ultraviolet C (SUVC, 250–280 nm), Ultraviolet B (SUVB, 280–315 nm), and S275–295 (275–295 nm)
were highly correlated, revealing that CDOM of terrigenous origin in the upper estuary contained
chromophores of larger molecular size and weight, while the marine CDOM in the lower estuary
comprised organic compounds of smaller molecular size and weight; the molecular size of surface
CDOM was generally larger than that at the bottom. Results of Gaussian decomposition methods
showed that CDOM in the middle estuary of terrigenous origin produced more Gaussian components
per spectrum than those of marine origin in the lower estuary and the adjacent Hong Kong waters.
The surface CDOM composition was more diverse than at the bottom, inferred by the finding that the
average number of Gaussian components yielded per surface sample (5.44) was more than that of the
bottom sample (4.8). A majority of components was centered below 350 nm, indicating that organic
compounds with relatively simple structures are ubiquitous in the estuary. Components centered
above 350 nm only showed high peaks at the head of the estuary, suggesting that terrigenous CDOM
with chromophores in complex structures rapidly lose visible light absorptivity during its transport in
the PRE. The relatively low and homogenous peak heights of the components in Hong Kong waters
imply higher light stability and composition consistency of the marine CDOM compared with the
terrigenous CDOM.

Keywords: CDOM; Pearl River Estuary; light absorption; spectral slope; absorption ratio;
Gaussian decomposition

1. Introduction

Dissolved organic matter (DOM) is one of the earth’s largest exchangeable reservoirs of organic
material and an important component of the marine biogeochemical system. It plays a significant role
in the carbon cycle, climate change, and global habitability [1–3]. Measurements of DOM have been
improved in recent years by using spectroscopic instruments which provide ease of use, fast response,
and low cost [4]. The intensive sampling of DOM optical properties makes it possible to detect variations
of DOM at a much higher temporal and spatial resolution [5]. However, the application of spectroscopic
techniques in DOM studies is limited by inadequate understanding of the relationship between optical
properties and biogeochemical processes of DOM, which still needs further investigation [6].
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Chromophoric (or colored) dissolved organic matters (CDOM) is the light-absorbing fraction
of DOM, which along with fluorescence DOM (FDOM) possesses major aspects of DOM optical
characteristics. The ultraviolet–visible (UV–VIS) absorption spectrum of CDOM is regarded as
a signature and tracer of DOM composition, source, and reactivity [4]. For example, absorption
coefficients have been employed to quantify concentrations of CDOM, dissolved organic carbon (DOC),
and certain organic materials such as lignin phenol and aromatic acids. The UV-band absorptions (i.e.,
250–440 nm) are most often used to infer DOM concentration because most aromatic compounds have
their absorption maxima in the UV range and are believed to contain more chemical information of
CDOM composition than the visible wavelengths [5,7–9].

The absorption ratio, that is, the ratio of two CDOM absorption coefficients at different wavelengths,
can act as a tracer for molecular weight (MW), humification degree, and the sources of DOM in natural
environments ([4] and references therein). The absorption ratios proposed in previous studies include
a(200–299)/a(300–399) (namely, E2/E3), a(200–299)/a(400–499) (namely, E2/E4), a(200–299)/a(600–699)
(namely, E2/E6), and a(400–499)/a(600–699) (namely, E4/E6) [10–13]. The most effective tracer for CDOM
molecular information is E2/E3 (a(250)/a(365)), which is typically negatively correlated with CDOM
MW [11,14–16]. It is known that high molecular weight (HMW) CDOM has stronger absorption at
longer wavelengths, while low molecular weight (LMW) CDOM is more photosensitive at shorter
wavelengths; hence, a decrease of E2/E3 could indicate an increase in CDOM molecular size [17].
The ratio E2/E4 (a(254)/a(436)) was employed to identify the source of DOM (i.e., autochthonous or
allochthonous) [12,18]. However, the E2/E6 and E4/E6 ratios are not recommended for natural CDOM
investigation due to the poor quality of absorption measurements at longer wavelengths [17].

Spectral slope (S) describes the decrease in absorption rate with the increase in wavelength and
can be obtained by fitting the absorption spectrum to an exponential model (Equation (1)) [19–21]:

ag(λ) = ag(λ0) exp[−Sg(λ− λ0)] (1)

where ag is the CDOM absorption coefficient, and λ0 is the reference wavelength. The wavelength range
over which S is calculated is not fixed. Usually, S is calculated over a broad wavelength range (e.g.,
250–700, 400–700, and 300–600 nm). Recent studies have shown that using S over narrow wavelength
ranges (e.g., 275–295 nm, 350–400 nm, and the spectral slope curve) is more effective to infer the CDOM
MW and source [17,22–24].

Different spectral ranges produce different spectral slopes because the CDOM absorption spectra
do not exactly follow a continuous exponential decay with an increase in wavelength. This makes
it difficult to compare S values across studies [6,25]. In addition to the spectral range, the choice of
reference wavelength (λ0) in Equation (1) can also influence the value of S, as shown in Figure 1.
The same wavelength range (250–700 nm) with different λ0 (350, 400, and 450 nm) yields different
values of S (0.0102, 0.0093, and 0.0088 nm−1) and model residuals. A single exponential curve cannot
adequately simulate the true shape of CDOM spectra; therefore, new modeling approaches have been
proposed to reveal more characteristics such as shoulders, peaks, and deviations from the original
absorption spectra. These improved models include hyperbolic fitting, double exponential fitting,
piecewise regression, and Gaussian decomposition [6,25–28].

In a previous investigation [29], the mixing behavior of CDOM in the Pearl River Estuary (PRE)
was examined, revealing that CDOM with different sources (terrigenous or marine) and depths (surface
or bottom) have distinct mixing characteristics (conservative or nonconservative). In this study,
we focused on the horizontal and vertical variation of the absorption spectrum and its implication
for CDOM chemical information. Absorption ratios and spectral slopes over diverse wavelength
ranges were used as signatures to indicate CDOM molecular information. A Gaussian decomposition
approach [6] was utilized to model the absorption spectra and identify absorptive components.
A detailed analysis of the decomposed components was conducted to provide a better understanding
of the CDOM composition variation in the PRE, which can benefit studies on DOM dynamics in the
PRE and microscale biogeochemical processes in the estuarine and coastal area.
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Figure 1. In situ absorption spectrum measured in the Pearl River Estuary in May 2014 (thick gray 
line) and the exponential curves (colored lines) fitted to Equation (1). The fits were obtained over the 
same wavelength range (250–700 nm) but with a different reference wavelength (λ0), resulting in 
various spectral slope (S) values (see legend in (a)) and various residuals (see colored lines in (b)). The 
absorption spectrum sampled at the surface of Station A2 is used as an example (please refer to [29] 
for detailed information on Station A2). 
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study, we focused on the horizontal and vertical variation of the absorption spectrum and its 
implication for CDOM chemical information. Absorption ratios and spectral slopes over diverse 
wavelength ranges were used as signatures to indicate CDOM molecular information. A Gaussian 
decomposition approach [6] was utilized to model the absorption spectra and identify absorptive 
components. A detailed analysis of the decomposed components was conducted to provide a better 
understanding of the CDOM composition variation in the PRE, which can benefit studies on DOM 
dynamics in the PRE and microscale biogeochemical processes in the estuarine and coastal area. 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Absorption Spectra Collection 

A cruise was carried out from 2 to 12 May 2014 in the Pearl River Estuary, adjacent to the 
northern South China Sea. A total of 148 water samples were collected from the water surface (with 
a sampling depth of 0–1 m) and the bottom (with a sampling depth 1 m above the bottom) (Figure 2), 
then filtered through 0.2 µm Millipore polycarbonate filters to obtain the CDOM filtrates. CDOM 
absorbance (A(λ)) was measured in a 10 cm curvette using a Shimadzu UV-2550 spectrophotometer 
(please refer to [29] for more detailed information about the in situ sampling). The absorption 
coefficients (a(λ)) over 250–700 nm at 1 nm resolution were calculated by 
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Figure 1. In situ absorption spectrum measured in the Pearl River Estuary in May 2014 (thick gray
line) and the exponential curves (colored lines) fitted to Equation (1). The fits were obtained over
the same wavelength range (250–700 nm) but with a different reference wavelength (λ0), resulting
in various spectral slope (S) values (see legend in (a)) and various residuals (see colored lines in (b)).
The absorption spectrum sampled at the surface of Station A2 is used as an example (please refer to [29]
for detailed information on Station A2).

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Absorption Spectra Collection

A cruise was carried out from 2 to 12 May 2014 in the Pearl River Estuary, adjacent to the northern
South China Sea. A total of 148 water samples were collected from the water surface (with a sampling
depth of 0–1 m) and the bottom (with a sampling depth 1 m above the bottom) (Figure 2), then filtered
through 0.2 µm Millipore polycarbonate filters to obtain the CDOM filtrates. CDOM absorbance (A(λ))
was measured in a 10 cm curvette using a Shimadzu UV-2550 spectrophotometer (please refer to [29]
for more detailed information about the in situ sampling). The absorption coefficients (a(λ)) over
250–700 nm at 1 nm resolution were calculated by

a(λ) = 2.303A(λ)/L (2)

where L is the optical path length (here, 0.1 m). An extrapolation equation (Equation (3)) was used to
correct the scattering by residual particles in filtered samples if a(700) was larger than 0 [20] (Figure 3):

acorr(λ) = a(λ) − a(700)(λ/700) (3)
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band was further divided into UVC (250–280 nm), UVB (280–315 nm), and UVA (315–400 nm) to 
provide a better fit to the observed spectra. These independent spectral domains produced multiple 
values of S, which could reveal more information about the CDOM variation in the PRE. The widely 
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Figure 3. Chromophoric dissolved organic matter (CDOM) absorption curves over the wavelength
range of 250–700 nm, measured at the water surface and at the bottom in the Pearl River Estuary.

2.2. Spectral Slopes and Absorption Ratios

The UV range is where most CDOM components have their maximum absorptivity and where
the CDOM absorption shifts substantially during its transport and photochemical alteration in the
estuary [17]. Spectral slopes calculated in the UV range can provide more information on CDOM
molecular and compositional changes in the estuarine mixing process. Thus, the spectral slopes were
calculated separately in two observational bands: UV (250–400 nm) and VIS (400–700 nm). The UV
band was further divided into UVC (250–280 nm), UVB (280–315 nm), and UVA (315–400 nm) to provide
a better fit to the observed spectra. These independent spectral domains produced multiple values of S,
which could reveal more information about the CDOM variation in the PRE. The widely used spectral
slopes S275–295 (275–295 nm) and S350–400 (350–400 nm) and their ratio SR (S275–295/S350–400) were also
calculated. The reference wavelengths (λ0) were selected as 265, 300, 360, 400, 285, and 375 nm for UVC
(250–280 nm), UVB (280–315 nm), UVA (315–400 nm), VIS (400–700 nm), 275–295 nm, and 350–400 nm,
respectively. A nonlinear least-squares curve fitting procedure was applied to Equation (1) to obtain
the S values.

The absorption ratios E2/E3 (a(250)/a(365)) and E2/E4 (a(254)/a(436)) were used in this study to
infer the CDOM molecular information in the PRE. The two ratios were expected to provide a general
depiction of the horizontal and vertical variation of CDOM molecular size and weight in the estuary.
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2.3. Gaussian Decomposition Approach

The Gaussian decomposition approach assumes that the deviations (e.g., shoulders and peaks)
of absorption spectra from a standard exponential pattern are caused by the presence of certain
compounds or structures in significant amounts [6]. Therefore, the absorption spectra can be separated
into two parts. The first part is the theoretical exponential decay curve (defined as the baseline), and the
second part represents the deviation from the theoretical curve (defined as the residuals). The Gaussian
decomposition approach is used to model the residuals and decompose the residuals into individual
Gaussian components. These Gaussian components are assumed to be connected with the absorption
of certain individual chromophores [6]. The probability density function of a Gaussian curve with
three parameters is given by

f (x,ϕ,µ, σ) = ϕ exp(−
(x− µ)2

2σ2 ) (4)

where φ (m−1) is the height of the curve peak (ϕ = 1
σ
√

2π
), µ (nm) is the wavelength of the peak, and σ

(nm) is the standard deviation representing the width of the curve. The linear combination of the
exponential baseline (Equation (1)) and several individual Gaussian components constitutes a new
model to fit the CDOM absorption spectra, given by

a(λ) = a(λ0) exp[−s(λ− λ0)] +
n∑

i=1

ϕi exp(−
(λ− µi)

2

2σi2
) + ε (5)

where i = 1 . . . n denotes a particular Gaussian component, and ε is the residual error.
The exponential baselines were obtained following the methodology in [6], using an iterative

procedure in which the exponential model (Equation (1)) was fitted by a least-squares method to the
spectrum after the wavelengths with all evident peaks or shoulders were identified and removed,
and the remaining residuals were less than the absolute average residual [6]. The residual curves
were calculated by removing the baselines from the original spectra. The values of the Gaussian
parameters (φ, µ, σ) were determined by fitting the residual curves to Gaussian models with one to
eight components and were constrained, following [6]. The optimal number of Gaussian components
to fit a residual curve was identified by the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) to avoid overfitting.
The BIC was calculated using the maximized model likelihood function, the observation number,
and the parameter number. Among the eight Gaussian models, the one with the lowest BIC score was
selected. Since some CDOM samples still have strong absorption in the visible band, the decomposition
was performed over the full wavelength range (250–700 nm) to capture all spectral characteristics.

The exponential curve fitting, Gaussian decomposition, and BIC score calculation were
implemented with MATLAB R2011a (www.mathworks.com). The MATLAB fitting toolbox (Curve
Fitting Tool) was used to determine the Gaussian parameters. The aicbic function was used to calculate
BIC scores. The statistical analysis of the decomposed Gaussian components was conducted by using
SPSS Statistics 19 (Descriptive Statistics-Frequency/Description). The Kriging interpolation was used to
map the distribution pattern in the PRE.

3. Results

3.1. Spectral Slopes and Absorption Ratios

The S value over the UVB band (SUVB; 280–315 nm) was the highest among all spectral components
(range of 0.0127–0.0303 nm−1 with averages of 0.0184 nm−1 at the surface and 0.0208 nm−1 at the
bottom), followed by S over the UVA band (SUVA; 315–400 nm) and S over the visible band (SVIS;
400–700 nm) (Table 1). The S over the UVC band (SUVC; 250–280 nm) had the smallest values, in a
range of 0.0076–0.0183 nm−1 with averages of 0.0121 nm−1 at the surface and 0.0132 nm−1 at the bottom,
showing a pronounced shoulder at 250–280 nm. The S275–295 and S350–400 were quantitatively close to
SUVB and SUVA, respectively, due to the similar spectral range employed for S calculation (Table 1).

www.mathworks.com
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The spectral slope ratio SR varied in the range of 0.72–2.93, with an average of 1.20 both at the surface
and the bottom. The E2/E3 ratio in the PRE had a range of 3.11–13.27 with an average of 6.94 at the
surface and 7.22 at the bottom. The E2/E4 ratio was more varied than E2/E3, ranging from 4.71 to 37.73
with an average of 19.26 at the surface and 18.96 at the bottom (Table 1). Significant correlations were
found between E2/E3 and SUVB at both the surface and the bottom (Figure 4), with an r2 of 0.79 and
0.54, respectively. Better correlations existed between E2/E4 and SUVA (Figure 4), with an r2 of 0.89 at
the surface and 0.83 at the bottom. These strong correlations illustrate the consistency of absorption
ratios and spectral slopes in describing the spectral shapes of CDOM absorption if they are calculated
in the similar spectral range.

Table 1. The variation range, mean value, and standard deviation (SD) of the surface and bottom CDOM
absorption coefficient at 300 nm (a(300)); spectral slopes SUVC (250–280 nm), SUVB (280–315 nm),
SUVA (315–400 nm), SVIS (400–700 nm), S275–295 (275–295 nm), and S350–400 (350–400 nm); spectral
slope ratio SR (S275–295/S350–400); absorption ratios E2/E3 (a(250)/a(365)) and E2/E4 (a(254)/a(436));
the peak height of the residual curve (Φ); the proportion of residuals from the original absorption at
the peak position (%Residual); the number of Gaussian components decomposed per spectrum (N);
and the peak height (ϕ), peak position (µ), and width (σ) of the Gaussian components in the Pearl
River Estuary.

Surface Bottom

Range Mean ± SD Range Mean ± SD

a(300) (m−1) 0.59–9.75 2.69 ± 1.52 0.43–9.72 1.78 ± 1.41
SUVC (nm−1) 0.0076–0.0183 0.0121 ± 0.002 0.0076–0.0183 0.0132 ± 0.0019
SUVB (nm−1) 0.0127–0.0303 0.0184 ± 0.003 0.0127–0.0303 0.0208 ± 0.003
SUVA (nm−1) 0.0085–0.0219 0.0173 ± 0.0026 0.0085–0.0219 0.0166 ± 0.0022
SVIS (nm−1) 0.0029–0.0199 0.0131 ± 0.0035 0.0029–0.0199 0.0132 ± 0.01

S275–295 (nm−1) 0.0122–0.0298 0.0184 ± 0.0037 0.0122–0.0298 0.0205 ± 0.0034
S350–400 (nm−1) 0.0068–0.0335 0.016 ± 0.0031 0.0068–0.0335 0.0177 ± 0.0041

SR 0.72–2.93 1.20 ± 0.38 0.72–2.93 1.20 ± 0.38
E2/E3 3.11–13.27 6.94 ± 1.36 3.11–13.27 7.22 ± 1.5
E2/E4 4.71–37.73 19.26 ± 5 4.71–37.73 18.96 ± 6.8
ϕ (m−1) 0.12–6.13 1.87 ± 1.1 0.12–6.13 1.12 ± 0.89

%Residual 6–59 47 6–59 39
N 2–8 5.44 ± 1.6 2–8 4.8 ± 1.7

φ (m−1) 0.015–2.934 0.6889 ± 0.5080 0.007–2.612 0.4614 ± 0.4062
µ (nm) 250–650 318 ± 56.4 250–650 330.5 ± 73.9
σ (nm) 0–100 39.2 ± 38.9 0–100 43.6 ± 43.5

The spatial variation of the absorption coefficient (a(300)); the absorption ratio of E2/E3
(a(250)/a(365)); and the spectral slopes of SUVC, SUVB, and S275–295 in the PRE revealed a consistent
trend (Figure 5a,c,e,g,i). At the head of the estuary, where the water property is greatly influenced by
upstream terrigenous inputs, CDOM observations showed larger values of a(300) and smaller values of
E2/E3, SUVC, SUVB, and S275–295 at both the surface and the bottom. During the water transport from the
upper estuary to the downstream region along the northwest–southeast path, a(300) decreased; E2/E3,
SUVC, SUVB, and S275–295 increased; and the surface–bottom difference gradually expanded, with larger
a(300) and smaller E2/E3, SUVC, SUVB, and S275–295 at the surface. The lowest level of a(300) and highest
level of E2/E3, SUVC, SUVB, and S275–295 occurred in the southeastern estuary and the coastal regions of
Hong Kong, dominated by higher saline coastal water. The surface E2/E3, SUVC, SUVB, and S275–295
were lower than the bottom in this area.
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Figure 5. Surface and bottom variation of: (a) CDOM absorption a(300); (b) the spectral slope ratio
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SVIS (400–700 nm), S275–295 (275–295 nm), and S350–400 (350–400 nm); and (i,j) absorption ratios E2/E3
(a(250)/a(365)) and E2/E4 (a(254)/a(436)) in the Pearl River Estuary. All figures were mapped by the
Kriging interpolation method based on discrete sampling data.
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Since E2/E3 and S275–295 are known to be negatively correlated with CDOM MW, the highly
consistent distribution pattern of E2/E3, SUVC, SUVB, and S275–295 revealed that the CDOM of terrigenous
origin in the upper estuary contains chromophores of larger molecular size and weight, while the
marine CDOM in the lower estuary and the Hong Kong coastal waters comprises organic compounds
of smaller molecular size and weight. The vertical variation of the spectral signatures indicated that
the molecular size of surface CDOM is larger than that at the bottom, especially in the eastern and
lower area of the estuary.

The distribution pattern of SR differed slightly from E2/E3, SUVC, SUVB, and S275–295. As determined
by S275–295 and S350–400, the smallest SR occurred in the western estuary rather than at the head. The SR
then increased gradually towards the north and south and was the largest in the southeastern estuary
and near the Hong Kong waters (Figure 5b). The surface–bottom variation of SR was only prominent
near Hong Kong. The variations of E2/E4, SUVA, SVIS, and S350–400 lacked any uniform pattern, either
horizontally or vertically (Figure 5d,f,h,j).

3.2. Gaussian Decomposition

Figure 6a,b show the baselines and residuals separated from the observed CDOM absorption
spectra. The baselines maintained the standard exponential pattern, whereas the residuals showed
significant peaks in the wavelength range of 264–313 nm, with an average position near 280 nm.
The peak height of the residuals varied between 0.12 and 6.13 m−1 and accounted for an average
of 43.8% of the original absorption intensity at the peak position. The residuals possessed a large
proportion of absorption (>40%) throughout the estuary, while lower percentage values (<20%) were
observed in the waters near Hong Kong (Figure 7b).

Gaussian decomposition was performed on the 88 residual curves at the surface and 60 curves at
the bottom, which yielded 479 and 288 Gaussian components at the surface and bottom, respectively.
An example of the Gaussian components decomposed from a residual curve is shown in Figure 6c.
The number of Gaussian components decomposed from a single spectrum was between 2 and 8, with
the average number per spectrum of 5.44 at the surface and 4.8 at the bottom. Figure 7a shows the
variation of the Gaussian component number per spectrum at both the surface and bottom. The samples
in the middle area of the estuary produced more Gaussian components than those in the southeastern
region and the Hong Kong water area, and the contrast is particularly significant at the bottom.
Vertically, the surface spectra yielded more Gaussian components than the bottom spectra.

The frequency histograms of the peak height (φ), peak position (wavelength, µ), and the width (σ)
of the Gaussian components at the surface and bottom are shown in Figure 8. The peak height of the
components varied over a range of 0.015–2.934 m−1 at the surface and 0.007–2.612 m−1 at the bottom.
The average values (0.6889 and 0.4614 m−1 for the surface and bottom, respectively) were much larger
than those reported previously (0.0187 m−1) in [6]. The frequency decreased slowly towards larger
peaks (Figure 8a). The peak position of all Gaussian components was in the range of 250–650 nm
with a mean of 318 nm at the surface and 330.5 nm at the bottom. The bottom components tended to
have peaks at longer wavelengths than the surface. The frequency distribution of the peak position
(Figure 8b) identified eight groups at 262, 294, 319, 349, 402, 461, 498, and 546 nm at the surface.
The bottom groups were at 272, 304, 333, 384, 405, 477, and 525 nm, slightly different from those at
the surface. Nearly half of the total components had peaks below 300 nm, and the peak occurrence
decreased sharply with the wavelength increase. Most Gaussian components had a width of less than
100 nm, with an average of 39.2 ± 38.9 nm at the surface and 43.6 ± 43.5 nm at the bottom (Figure 8c).

To further investigate the spatial variation of Gaussian components, five groups with relatively
high frequency (centered near 260, 275, 300, 350, and 400 nm) were selected, and the peak heights of
the components in each group are shown at their geographical locations in Figure 9. The size of the
dots denotes the peak height of the Gaussian components; a larger size represents a higher peak. For
all groups at the surface and bottom, the components located in the western estuary had larger peak
heights than those in the eastern and southern area; the surface components had higher peaks than the
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bottom ones. The peak height of the components also varied among groups. For the average value,
the group centered at 300 nm had the highest peak, followed in sequence by the group centered at 275,
350, 260, and 400 nm at both the surface and the bottom.
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4. Discussion

4.1. Spectral Signatures

Previous efforts have demonstrated that the absorption ratios and spectral slopes are good
indicators of CDOM molecular size and weight [5,30–32]. One possible mechanism leading to this
connection is that the conjugation of electron donors on aromatic rings may affect the molar absorptivity
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of a chromophore and its spectral characteristic; the relatively simple aromatic compounds often
have strong absorption at wavelengths below 300 nm. As the degree of conjugation and substitution
increases, the wavelength of maximum absorption increases, and the spectra broaden [5]. On the
other hand, the degree of conjugation determines the molecular size and weight of CDOM. The higher
the degree of conjugation, the larger the molecular size and weight. Therefore, HMW CDOM tends
to have higher absorption at longer wavelengths, leading to smaller values of absorption ratios and
spectral slopes in certain wavelength ranges, and vice versa. One external force that can trigger CDOM
molecular alteration is irradiation by sunlight, which can efficiently break the conjugation of the
aromatic rings and convert the HMW chromophores to LMW [5], causing some spectral indicators
such as E2/E3 and S275–295 to increase, while others such as S350–400 will decrease [17,33].

However, the spectral ranges involved in the identification of CDOM molecular properties are
not globally uniform. For example, the values of S350–400, previously reported to decrease during
photobleaching, did not show any obvious trends during our cruise in the PRE (see Figure 5h), making
the recommended spectral slope ratio SR (S275–295/S350–400) (e.g., [17]) insufficient to uncover the whole
picture of CDOM variation in the PRE. The situation was the same for E2/E4 (a(254)/a(436)), SUVA,
and SVIS. S275–295 was shown to be a reliable indicator considering its consistent variation pattern
with other signatures (E2/E3, SUVC, and SUVB) in the PRE. SUVB is particularly recommended for two
reasons: (1) for its strong correlation with E2/E3 (a(250)/a(365)) (Figure 4) and (2) for its spectral range
(280–315 nm), which simultaneously covers the wavelengths below and above 300 nm. This range
seems more suitable to trace the CDOM absorptivity evolution during the electron-transition-induced
alteration from HMW to LMW.

4.2. Gaussian Decomposition

Light absorption by a chromophore is determined by its intensity and nature [5]. According
to the Beer–Lambert law, the molar absorptivity and concentration of the chromophore determine
its absorption intensity. The electronic transitions involved influence the spectral shape. Therefore,
the absorption spectrum of a chromophore can reflect its concentration and structure. However,
the absorption curve currently obtained from a natural CDOM sample is an integration of overlapped
spectra produced by multiple chromophores, resulting in obstructions in interpreting single
chromophores from the synthetic spectrum. The Gaussian decomposition approach provides a
way to identify individual absorption units and casts new light on studying CDOM composition
variation in water masses [6]. This is particularly important for an estuary such as the PRE.

The Pearl River is China’s second largest river in terms of water discharge, exceeding 20,000 m3

s−1 in the flood season. Large amounts of river water flow out through four gates into the PRE, moving
along the western estuary and southward to the mouth. Due to bottom topography and tidal effects,
the seawater frequently intrudes into the estuary along the east shore. The downward-transported
freshwater and the upward-moving seawater meet in the middle estuary, making the CDOM
composition rather complicated in this area, which is illustrated by Figure 7a. The CDOM samples
collected in the middle estuary tended to produce more Gaussian components per spectrum (varying
between five and eight). In contrast, the samples obtained in the Hong Kong water yielded on average
only two to three components per spectrum, indicating a less abundant CDOM composition. Vertically,
the spectra of most samples resolved more components at the surface, suggesting a relatively simple
CDOM composition at the bottom. The influence of source on CDOM composition was also indicated
by the Gaussian decomposition results: the samples collected at the head of the estuary, which were
dominated by terrigenous CDOM, resolved seven to eight Gaussian components per spectrum, far
more than those in the Hong Kong water of marine origin.

With the assumption that the absorption of simpler organic compounds is mainly limited to
shorter wavelengths (below 300 or 350 nm), while more complex structures have stronger absorptivity
at longer wavelengths (above 350 nm) [5], the dynamics of the CDOM composition can be inferred
by the variation of the Gaussian components centered at different wavelengths, shown in Figure 9.
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The larger number of components in the groups centered below 350 nm both at the surface and the
bottom (Figure 9a,d) indicates that the organic compounds with simpler structures are ubiquitous
in the estuary, possibly because most of them belong to refractory DOM [34], thus having a longer
residence time in water. These components are also able to maintain a considerable level of absorptivity,
inferred by their relatively large peak heights. Fewer components show peaks in the groups centered
above 350 nm, with peak heights decreasing rapidly from north to south (Figure 9e), which implies
that the terrigenous HMW CDOM tends to lose absorptivity quickly during water transport in the
estuary, either due to biotic consumption or abiotic removal processes such as phototransformation,
adsorption, and hydrothermal circulation [1,35]. Figure 9 also shows that the components in the Hong
Kong water keep a relatively homogenous and low level of absorptivity for all the wavelength groups,
indicating higher light stability and composition consistency of the marine CDOM.

The absorption peaks at certain wavelengths and the chromophores contributing to the peaks
have been long established. For example, it was found that purine and pyrimidine rings contribute to
an observed peak at 265 nm [36]. The peak was later discovered by [20] as a weak shoulder in seawater.
This helps explain the slight shoulder observed in this study in the spectral range of 250–280 nm.
The observed CDOM absorption at shorter wavelengths (<350 nm) is attributed to a mixture of a group
of benzoic-acid-based derivatives and amino acids, while the longer wavelength absorption may be
due to more complicated conjugated structures such as flavins, melanins, and tannins [5,37]. A recent
study identified two distinct chromophores centered at 302 and 415 nm from the absorption spectrum
of a humic substance in the dark ocean, which were proposed as the secondary absorption peak of
nitrate and cytochrome c, respectively [27]. Our Gaussian decomposition results show a considerable
number of components centered near 302 nm (17 at the surface and 13 at the bottom), while only a few
components centered near 415 nm, which implies the high level of nitrate DOM and low concentration
of cytochrome c in the PRE.

5. Conclusions

In this study, we analyzed the CDOM absorption spectra in the Pearl River Estuary in spring
based on spectroscopic measurements at the water surface and bottom. Several spectral signatures,
including the absorption ratios E2/E3 (a(250)/a(365)) and E2/E4 (a(254)/a(436))) as well as the spectral
slopes over different wavelength ranges (SUVC (250–280 nm), SUVB (280–315 nm), SUVA (315–400 nm),
SVIS (400–700 nm), S275–295 (275–295 nm), and S350–400 (350–400 nm)), were employed to investigate the
horizontal and vertical variations of CDOM molecular information in the PRE. The horizontal variation
of a(300), E2/E3, SUVC, SUVB, and S275–295 exhibited a highly consistent pattern, which illustrated that in
the upper freshwater area of the estuary, HMW chromophores with a more complex structure were
present, resulting in larger a(300) and smaller E2/E3, SUVC, SUVB, and S275–295. The lower estuary and
the Hong Kong coastal waters contained more marine CDOM with LMW, leading to smaller a(300) and
larger E2/E3, SUVC, SUVB, and S275–295. The vertical variation, shown by the surface–bottom difference
of these indicators, was much larger in the middle and lower area of the estuary. SUVB is particularly
recommended in CDOM investigations because of its strong correlation with E2/E3 and the molecularly
meaningful spectral range of 280–315 nm.

A Gaussian decomposition approach was applied to the absorption spectra of CDOM to resolve
individual absorptive components. The variation of the decomposition number revealed that the
CDOM samples collected in the middle area of the estuary were more complicated in composition
than those in the lower estuary and the Hong Kong waters, and the composition of CDOM at the
bottom was much simpler than at the surface. This also implies that CDOM of terrigenous origin has a
more abundant composition than those of marine origin. The spatial distributions of the decomposed
components centered at different wavelength groups indicate that organic compounds with relatively
simple structures are ubiquitous in the estuary, while terrigenous CDOM with high molecular weight
tend to degrade quickly. The marine CDOM are suggested to be more optically stable and uniform
in composition.
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However, the indications of Gaussian decomposition methods are based on observations from
the literature and have not yet been supported by direct chemical measurements and analysis of the
relevant chemicals in the PRE. Therefore, further validation is still needed.
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